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Who we call contemporary artists today




 As time goes on 










Contemporary art reflects the world and creates an indelible impression that affects many years to come. It is safe to categorize as contemporary art those works of art created in the second half of the 20th or in the 21st century.









These contemporary artists transcend pictorial canons




Modern art is freedom of self-expression and unlimited choice of painting tools, thanks to which the artist creates his masterpiece. An unambiguous advantage of modernity is that the space for finding inspiration has become wider, and the meanings have become more profound. Some paintings by contemporary artists are simply mind-blowing.
















Their paintings are confused with photographs




The viewer wonders, “How does an artist see like this?” and in search of an answer he or she begins to view the world from new, unfamiliar angles. To turn on the imagination where the essence is hidden behind stereotypes, to learn to feel the emotion, the moment, its original essence. This is worth a lot in the world of momentary pictures and deliberate primitivism that has captured many illustrators.
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Bitcoin Casinos as a Platform for Modern Artists in Australia


The field of Bitcoin gambling is rapidly expanding in Australia, with over 3 million people regularly engaging in cryptocurrency transactions. According to the latest statistics on crypto casino games, Australia is one of the most played… 
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Creating an Innovative and Sustainable Solution: Introducing Project Pegas US


Project Pegas US is a unique and innovative initiative that is dedicated to delivering sustainable energy solutions to the United States. Through the use of renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, and geothermal, Project… 
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The Take-Away Lessons of Project PegasUS: A Critical Analysis of Policy and Practice


The concept of ‘take-away’ essays has been gaining popularity as a method for assessing the effectiveness of various policy endeavors. In particular, Project Pegasus, a project funded by the US Department of Energy, has been… 
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Popular Contemporary Artists


Vincent van Gogh, Michelangelo Buonarroti, Oscar Claude Monet, Frida Kahlo de Rivera, Pablo Picasso – these and other artists from different historical eras are still on everyone’s lips. Even if one is not an art… 
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Paintings devoted to gambling


Gambling has always interested people, regardless of the era in history. Cards and roulette are popular games through the ages. If earlier sessions were held in special gambling houses, now with the help of the… 
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Yayoi Kusama: The Queen of Polka Dots


Yayoi Kusama is a Japanese artist who has captured the world’s attention with her vibrant, colorful, and polka-dotted installations and sculptures. She is known for her unique perspective on art, using her work as a… 
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Edward Hopper was an American artist who painted pictures of American life


Early Life and Education Edward Hopper was an American artist known for his realist paintings of American life. He was born in Nyack, New York in 1882 and began taking art classes at the age… 
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5 current trends in contemporary art


Over the last 100 years many new forms of art have emerged: readymade, assemblage, installation, performance and more. But what trends have only become visible in the last three to five years? We talked to… 
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Contemporary art and its types


A few centuries ago, art was considered to be a decorative luxury item. Today, it exists not to decorate interiors, but for the expression of experiences, thoughts, and ideas. These changes occurred at the beginning… 
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What is contemporary art and how has it evolved over the years


Contemporary art is art that has been produced since the end of World War II. It includes art that has been created since the 1960s and 1970s up to the present day. Contemporary art can… 
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The Future of Contemporary Art – What is the Next Generation of Artists?


The Future of Contemporary Art is a concept that has been around for quite some time. It is a very broad topic and there are different views on the future of art. We should not… 
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Alyssa Monks


Alyssa Monks is a contemporary American artist. She was born in 1977, in Ridgewood, New Jersey.  
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Warren Chang


Warren Chang is a contemporary American artist. Born in 1957 and raised in Monterey, California, he graduated with honors from the Art Center College of Design in Pasadena in 1981, where he received a Bachelor of Fine Arts in painting.  
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Wojciech Babski


Wojciech Babski is a Polish artist. Currently lives and works in Katowice, Poland.  
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Flaminia Carloni


Flaminia Carloni is a 37-year-old Italian artist, the daughter of a diplomat. She has three children.  
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Aurelio Bruni


Aurelio Bruni is an Italian artist. He was born in Bliera on October 15th 1955. He received a degree in scenography from the Institute of Art in Spoleto. 
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Takashi Murakami


Takashi Murakami was born in 1962 in Tokyo, Japan. He has been both noted and criticized for his culturally rich style of contemporary art.  
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Iruvan Karunakaran


Iruvan Karunakaran is an Indian artist who paints realistic paintings whose main subject is the Indian countryside.  
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Alekasander Balos


Alekasander Balos is a contemporary Polish artist specializing in oil painting. He was born in 1970 in Gliwice, Poland, but since 1989 he lives and works in the USA, in Shasta, California. 
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Liu Xiaodong


Liu Xiaodong was born in 1963 in China. He is one of China’s most famous contemporary artists.  
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Antonio Finelli


Italian artist – “Time Watcher” – Antonio Finelli was born on February 23rd, 1985. He currently lives and works in Italy between Rome and Campobasso.  
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Hungarian team of experts Legjobbkaszino.hu 24/7 ready to help everyone to choose the best online casino, with a reliable license, to understand the rules of the games, bonus offers and payment systems.






What is a smart contract audit, what is its importance, and how is it conducted?






Looking for a reliable essay writing service? CustomWrtings.com is open 24/7! Find your personal assignment helpers from all over the globe!






Our great friend Martin Ardon decided to help all the newcomers to understand the gambling world in the Netherlands, so he launched his own personal website where he explains all the features of online casino.



















Our partner Online Casino Australia: https://onlinecasinoaustralia.online offers best Australian gambling sites reviewed, new bonus codes and free spins.






Are you a fan of cryptocurrency gambling? Check Bithound’s reviews of the best monero casinos – XMR gambling sites.






The best slot in Turkey is Aviator bet game. Very big winnings and odds up to 100x.






Our portal advises you to pay attention to the website of our partner from Poland Milan Rabszski – TopKasynoOnline.com. We thank him for his contribution and recommend him as a reliable assistant in the development of the gambling business.



















An online service anonymous Instagram stories viewer allows users to view Instagram stories without revealing their identity. This type of service is becoming increasingly popular among Instagram users who want to maintain their privacy while browsing stories.




























Contact us today




to be the first to know about exhibitions, news and promotions





Get in touch
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